Using computational fluid dynamics for wave generation and evaluation of results in numerical wave tank modelling
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Abstract
In this paper, computational modeling of wave generation and evaluation of results are given. The analysis of Computational Fluid Dynamics is performed in the ANSYS Fluent module. The model of numerical analysis is made time-dependent. The Numerical Wave Tank is an engineering research equipment for studying sea waves that requires the least amount of people and materials. The Numerical Wave Tank may be used to simulate the motion of the ocean and sea waves with a modeled moving wall as a wave-maker. To generate regular gravity waves, a Numerical Wave Tank based on Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes equations and the Volume of Fluid technique is modeled using Dynamic Mesh Technique. Wave heights, water depths, wavelength and wave periods are chosen variable parameters. Water volume fraction, velocities, turbulence kinetic energy and dynamic pressure are evaluated results. A brief explanation of how to generate waves influence is made.
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1. Introduction

Renewable energy systems are sustainable by means of energy production. It can be said that they have huge potential. It is an undeniable fact that waves are potential energy source. Many studies and designs have been done on energy generating systems in the ocean and sea. These studies are about energy generation, designing breakwaters or floating behavior of ships. There are many studies on Numerical Wave Tanks (NWT). Waves on the sea surface are periodical water movements. Waves have mixed random properties. Large amounts of energy can be transformed into electrical power via wave motions [1]. Fluid behavior due to wave breakers in a non-hydrostatic system and the effect of the fluid on wave breakers can be investigated numerically. Changes in the wave profile can be observed due to wave breaks [2]. In the work done by Finnegan and Goggins, ocean waves are modeled on a NWT to study fluid / solid interactions. The wave energy conversion system has been studied for a floating body. When comparing analytical studies with numerical
simulations, water particle movements are evaluated depending on the time. The model has been achieved with better results for high-amplitude and low-frequency waves [3]. Bhinder et al. discover the forces of fluid impact on the production of power in wave energy converting systems with using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations. System efficiency as a function of time is investigated in relation to the forces acting in the fluid environment. Waves having the desired property can be created using simulations. [4]. In the examination of fluid-solid interactions, Hu et al. 2016 use CFD for modeling waves to see how forces behave with structures that have variable shapes [5]. Liaghat discusses the analyses of the force interaction by means of fluid-solid and makes simulations on the fluid-based force effect of the solid structure of materials in his master's thesis. The convergence of waves with a solid body is the result of the momentum water effect on solid movements that are transferred to the surface of the final solids. In order to observe the interaction numerically, it is first necessary to create waves. The NWT simulations are made with different assumptions in CFD programs. Waves with certain qualities can be created using simulations [6]. In a study by Liu et al., a numerical simulation with Reynolds-Averaged-Navier-Stokes (RANS) equation is done for two-dimensional NWT modeling utilizing the Volume of Fluid (VOF) approach[7]. In the study by Wang and Liu, time-dependent wave generation is performed and the time-dependent change of the surface height parameter is obtained [8]. In the study performed by Zhu et al., RANS equations are used in the NWT model. It is also defined that momentum sources can be added to the CFD program using User Defined Functions (UDF) to create different regions. NWT is divided into regions where the waves have optimal modes such as wave generator wave formation and wave damping [9]. In a study by Oijeh et al., A kinematic study of extreme waves was performed using RANS equations and VOF simulations. The highest (extreme) waves observed on the sea surface are examined [10]. Liang et al. said that extreme waves to be generated in the NWT are modeled. It is found that the variable properties of the generated non-uniform waves are appropriate. The horizontal velocities were obtained from the numerical and experimental results [11]. In this study, a two-dimensional (2D) NWT model is created. UDF is used to simulate waves in the 2D environment. How to generate waves, how the results are obtained from the simulation environment are explained briefly.

2. Materials and Method

The Fluent Module is used to generate waves in this investigation. The gravitational waves that occur on a regular basis are modeled. The waves have a sinusoidal shape, and their behavior does not alter at each time step. When an object is tossed into a tank of water, it causes irregularity and surface waves. The alignment of the water to its initial state as a result of gravity's acceleration causes the movements on the water's surface. Gusts can even be blamed for causing free surface waves. The wavelength equation is shown in Equation 1:

$$L = \frac{g T^2}{2\pi} \tanh\left(\frac{2\pi h}{L}\right)$$

(1)

Where the depth of water is h, the length of the wave is L, the acceleration of gravity is g, the period of the wave is T. The time it takes for a wave to form is known as its period. The amount of time it takes for a length of a wave to form. Depending on the linear or nonlinear parameters, wave generation varies according to boundary conditions and physical realities [12]. Free surface dynamic, surface and bottom conditions can be called boundary conditions of gravitational waves.

2.1. Governing Equations

The solver in Fluent uses the finite volume methodology as its foundation. The governing equations are discretized and solved repeatedly across each sub-region using this technique, which separates the region of interest into sub-regions. As a result, the value of each variable's approximation at places in the domain is attained. In the Fluent module, the Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operator (PISO) Solver is employed. The pressure-velocity connection diagram is part of the SIMPLE algorithm family, which relies on a high degree of approximation of the relationship between pressure and velocity. The limitation of the SIMPLE and SIMPLEC algorithms is that they do not provide the momentum balance of the new velocity and approximate flow values after the pressure verification equation is solved. As a result, the solution should be repeated until equilibrium is achieved. The PISO algorithm uses two extra corrections to increase the effectiveness of this calculation. Adjoining correction and asymmetry correction are two of them. The Navier-Stokes
equations are applied directly to the system by the SIMPLE and SIMPLEC algorithms, with the parameters added after the user selects them [13]. The equations of continuity of mass and Navier Stokes are [14]:

\[
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho u)}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial (\rho w)}{\partial z} = 0
\]

(2)

\[
\rho \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} + u \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + w \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \right) = -\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} + 2\mu \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \mu \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} + \frac{\partial w}{\partial x} \right) \right) + F_x
\]

(3)

\[
\rho \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial t} + u \frac{\partial w}{\partial x} + w \frac{\partial w}{\partial z} \right) = -\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z} + 2\mu \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial z^2} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \mu \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} + \frac{\partial w}{\partial x} \right) \right) - \rho g + F_z
\]

(4)

for the 2D NWT, the \(x\) and \(y\) are coordinate system positions, the fluid density of the fluid is \(\rho\), the pressure is \(p\), the velocity in the horizontal direction is \(u\), the velocity in the vertical direction is \(v\), time is \(t\), the viscosity is \(\mu\). The dynamic pressure values are calculated from the solver by using formulation \(V\) is velocity magnitude, Equation 5 shows the Dynamic pressure [13]:

\[
P_d = \frac{\rho_m - \rho_a}{2} V^2
\]

(5)

### 2.2. Numerical wave tank

Fluent was used to simulate 2D NWT. If it is not intended to obtain side effects, the difference between 2D and 3D analysis results can be considered the same. Because the average variables on lines in 2D are the same with the average variables on areas in 3D. When 3D modelling is made, Data are reviewed and plotted on a plane parallel to the wave motion.

In this study, when waves are generated in the NWT, a piston wavemaker is used. The tank's left wall acts as a wave generator. The UDF is used to move the wall on a regular basis. During the investigation, transient analysis is employed. PISO algorithm is used as solver with k-epsilon (k-\(\varepsilon\)) Turbulence Model, Realizable Wall Functions, Pressure Based VOF model. Dynamic Mesh settings is used. The NWT is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Numerical wave tank](image)

The NWT simulation is done with a tank that is 200 meters long. The differences between the examples in this study are the initial depth of water and wave height. The fluent module employs the VOF approach. This approach is frequently
utilized in the Fluent module’s time-dependent solutions. Multiple immiscible fluids are modeled using the VOF approach. The volume fraction parameter is used in the VOF method formulation to model a mixture of two or more phases. There are two phases in the simulation, which are air and water. In Table 1, the qualities of phases are listed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Material</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Viscosity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>1.225 kg/m³</td>
<td>1.7894x10⁻⁵ kg/ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water-liquid</td>
<td>998.2 kg/m³</td>
<td>0.001003 kg/ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The volume fraction in the computed cells is defined as a variable for each phase contributed to the model. At each control volume, the volume fractions are combined. For all variables and characteristics, fields by phase and average volume values are shared. For each phase, the volume fraction values of each zone are determined in separate regions. The features and variables in the cells are represented as one of the phases or a mixture in the cells. \( \alpha_q \) can be used to represent a volume fraction. There are three scenarios in which \( \alpha_q \) [13]:

- if \( \alpha_q = 0 \), then cell q \( (q=1,2,3...) \) is empty for numbering fluids.
- if \( \alpha_q = 1 \), then cell q \( (q=1,2,3...) \) is full for numbering fluids.
- if \( 0 < \alpha_q < 1 \), then cell q \( (q=1,2,3...) \) have phases of more than one in the cell.

\( \alpha_q \) using regional values, each control volume in the relevant area is given the required variables and attributes.

\[
\frac{1}{\rho_q} \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho_q \alpha_q) + \nabla \left( \rho_q \alpha_q v_q \right) \right] = S_{\alpha_q} + \sum_{p=1}^{n} \left( \bullet m_{qp} - \bullet m_{rq} \right)
\]

(6)

where, the mass transfer (instantaneous) from q phase to r phase is \( m_{qr} \), the mass transfer (instantaneous) from r phase to q phase is \( m_{rq} \), for initial conditions \( S_{\alpha_q} \) is zero, also with UDF, \( S_{\alpha_q} \) is added in Equation 6. The equation of momentum is:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( \rho \vec{v} \right) + \nabla \left( \rho \vec{v} \vec{v} \right) = -\nabla P + \nabla \left[ \mu \left( \nabla \vec{v} + \nabla \vec{v}^T \right) \right] + \rho \vec{g} + \vec{F}
\]

(7)

where, the static pressure is \( P \), \( \vec{F} \) is added force, the gravitational force is \( \rho \vec{g} \), \( \mu \) is viscosity. When simulating wave production, a piston type wave generator is employed. The properties of the waves are determined by the left wall motion function. The displacement of wave is calculated with \( \vec{h} \) (water depth), \( S \) (piston displacement), \( H \) (wave height), \( k = 2\pi /L \) (wave number). The piston displacement equation is [15]:

\[
\left( \frac{H}{S} \right)_{\text{piston}} = \frac{2 \cosh \left( 2kh \right) - 1}{\sinh \left( 2kh \right) 2kh}
\]

(8)

Because the equation is time dependent, any wave elevation must be represented in terms of the piston’s motion. When the maximum wave height value is taken as the \( \text{A} \) value for wave amplitude, the \( S \) displacement of the piston can be represented as maximum \( \text{A} \). Piston displacement owing to wave period equation [16]:
\[ X(t) = \frac{S_0}{2} \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{5T}{2}} \right) \sin(\omega t) \]  

(9)

The derivative of Equation 9 is the wall velocity depend on time. Equation 10 is used while the preparation of UDF. Equation 10 is [17]:

\[ V(t) = \left( \frac{S_0}{2} \right) \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{5T}{2}} \right) \omega \cos(\omega t) + \frac{5}{2T} e^{-\frac{5T}{2}} \sin(\omega t) \]  

(10)

2.3. Fluent setup selection

The aim of this paper briefly explains the NWT analysis, so the user interface options of the CFD program Fluid Flow (Fluent) module are defined in Table 2 and Table 3. Before running the calculation, the selection of “Adapt > Region” is done. In this selection air and water volumes are defined by using the “Mark” button after initialization of the solution. Then “Patch…” button is used for defining the water phase (phase-2 must be chosen under the “Phase” heading) Volume Fraction Value. If the defined volume which is chosen under the heading “Register to Patch” is assumed full with air the value under heading “Value” is 0. When defining water volume this value of volume fraction becomes 1. After this procedure patch button is used to close the window. All the options are settled as shown in Table 2 and Table 3 before running the calculation.

**Table 2. Solution setup in fluent flow (fluent) setup section**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution Setup</th>
<th>Type &gt; Pressure-Based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solver</td>
<td>Velocity Formulation &gt; Absolute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time &gt; Transient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2D Space &gt; Planar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity</td>
<td>( Z(m/s) = -9.81 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models</td>
<td>Multiphase – Volume of Fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Viscous – Realizable k-e, Scalable Wall Fn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials</td>
<td>Fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>water-liquid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phases</td>
<td>Phase 1 (air), Phase 2 (water-liquid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell Conditions</td>
<td>Zone (surface_body), mixture, fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary Conditions</td>
<td>Left, right and bottom lines = wall, top line = pressure-outlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Mesh</td>
<td>Dynamic Mesh Zones &gt; Left wall – Rigid Body</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3. Solution in fluent flow (fluent) setup section**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>PISO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gradient</td>
<td>Least Square Cell Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>PRESTO!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume Fraction</td>
<td>Geo-Reconstruct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other options</td>
<td>Second Order Upwind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution Initialization</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Adapt phases then)</td>
<td>Patch… (Regions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculation Activities</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export</td>
<td>CFD-Post Compatible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run Calculation</td>
<td>Time Step Size (s) &lt;= 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max Iterations/Time Step =&gt; 45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4. User defined function

The UDF is written in the C programming language and introduced in the Fluent module of the program. The dynamic variables in the system are defined in the program to obtain the wave.

The first UDF code must be defined in the Fluent Setup section. The buttons used for this operation is “Define > User-Defined > Functions > Complied…” and then Source Files “Add…” button is used to add the file of c code, Header Files “Add…” button is used to add libraries “udf.h” and “dynamesh_tools.h” which are in the folder of Fluent > libudf > src. The header libraries are written in beginning of C code with first line “ #include "udf.h" ” and second line “ #include "dynamesh_tools.h" ”.

The third line of the code is header as "DEFINE_CG_MOTION(wave,dt,vel,omega,time,dtime)". The variables used in code must be defined in brackets near of header. The function code is " 4{ Thread *t; 5face_t f; 6t = DT_THREAD(dt); 7float T,S; 8begin_f_loop(f,t) 9{vel[0] = …}end_f_loop(f,t) } " T is period of wave and S is displacement of wall in the code. “vel[0] = …” is the velocity in the x direction of wave maker which can be seen in Equation 9. When code is written, the assumption of is made in programming.

In Fluent Setup Section, the dynamic mesh structure used during wave generation is chosen as "Layering". “Dynamic Mesh > Create/Edit…” button is used to select left wall as “Dynamic Mesh Zone”. The function which is compiled is chosen under the header option of “Motion/UDF Profile” is chosen motion as “Rigid Body”. The object is separated into small squares in this mesh structure. Each square is separated by 0.1 m on one side. These sections can be separated from one another within the mesh framework. On moving mesh structures, the program is used to solve the effects of gravity on water particles.

3. Results

When analyses are performed, the geometry of the NWT is not changed. The heights of the generated wave, wave period, height and depth of water in various different situations are compared with each other by varying results. Wave characteristics and positioning of the conditions are shown in Table 4.

While the instances are being determined and simulated, the NWT is 200 meters long. The results are reviewed once comparisons are made between the cases. In some circumstances, the wave velocity varies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Wave Height (H(m))</th>
<th>Water Depth (h(m))</th>
<th>Wave Length (L(m))</th>
<th>Wave Period (T(s))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1. Validation

Numerical studies' dependability is determined by comparing them to experimental, analytical, or other results published in the literature. In the aforementioned work, an NWT simulation with a water depth of 16 m at the start and a tank length of 200 m was employed for validation. A-line 20 meters from the NWT's left edge is used for sampling. The value of the water depth variable on a line can be obtained from the Fluent Results Section. An expression is defined in the Results section. For example if “Line 1” is the name of the line from which the water height results are obtained and “Phase 2” is
the volume fraction of water, the expression for water depth variable becomes “\( \text{lengthInt(Phase 2.Volume Fraction)}@\text{Line 1} \)”. The chart of expression versus time gives the transient water depth values on a line.

![Chart showing transient water depth values](image1)

![Chart showing transient water depth values](image2)

**Figure 2.** Validations (a) this study (b) study of Gomes et al. [18].

A water surface level change vs. time chart is given. The created wave has a period of 6 seconds and a height of 1 meter. In Figure 2b, the study by Gomes et al. [18] is used for validation, in this work, Figure 2a depicts an analytical and numerical (time-dependent) water-time chart of water height. This analytical value is calculated from the basic sinusoidal wave equation. Wave height versus time charts can be seen in Figure 2.

### 3.2. Wave generation results

The movement of gas and liquid phases depends on time can be seen in Figure 3. The red component represents water with a volume fraction of 1, the blue part represents air with a volume fraction of 0, and there is an isosurface line connecting the two parts. The isosurface volume fraction is approved at 0.5. The color difference between portions indicates that the mesh structure contains a mixture of water and air. The variability of the volume fraction from 0 to 1 can be seen using contours. The tank’s right wall is considered to be fixed. There’s no such thing as a damping function or a porous structure. Because the right wall of the pool lacks a dampening function, the length of the pool is significantly more than the depth of the water, preventing errors near the left wall. This decreases the likelihood of measurement errors near the left wall. Figure 3 shows waves with identical amplitudes are formed at areas near of left wall of the NWT.
Figure 3. Water volume fractions in case 2 as represent all Cases (a) t = 0 s (b) t = 25 s (c) t = 50 s

Figure 4 shows the velocities in the x-direction for the second case. At the start, all of the velocities are 0. In the transient solution, the velocities indicate differences by time up to the end of the tank. The negative velocities are caused by the left wall's negative x-direction movement, which is influenced by UDF. Wave theory works best with negative velocities. Negative velocities in the x-direction related to dynamic water surface boundary conditions are caused by the elliptical motion of water particles. As it approaches wave trough, the negative x velocity increases, while the positive x velocity increases.
Figure 4. $u$ velocity in second case of numerical wave tank (a) $t = 0$ s (b) $t = 25$ s

Figure 5. $v$ velocity in second case of numerical wave tank (a) $t = 0$ s (b) $t = 25$ s
Figure 5 shows the velocities in y-direction for the second case representing all of the cases in the numerical study. The variable values of u velocities cause differences in pressure and momentum forces based on Navier-Stokes Equations. At the crests and troughs of waves, pressure fluctuations are greatest.

Figure 6 shows the dynamic pressure values in the NWT. Dynamic pressure values are directly related to velocities. For Case 1 the wave height is 1 m, while for Case 2 it is 2 m. As a result, the dynamic pressure value reaches values close to 4 times of Case 1 in Case 2.

![Dynamic pressure (Pa)](image)

(a)

![Dynamic pressure (Pa)](image)

(b)

**Figure 6.** Dynamic pressures of time = 30 s (a) first case (b) second case

The comparison of Case 1 and Case 2 for observing the differences in results due to wave elevation also has implications for other cases. Figure 7 shows turbulent kinetic energy values. For Case 2, these values are several times higher than Case 1. This result also indicates that the amount of energy to be produced is excessive. Because, in principle, electric energy is the transformed state of the kinetic energy of the waves. Kinetic energy has higher values due to higher wave height. As the water particle movement decreases towards the depth of the water, the highest kinetic energy values are approached in the wave forming regions. Kinetic energy formation is also observed in the gas phase due to the liquid phase movement. Since the contours contain the mass ratio of the kinetic energy, the colors above and below the droplet are the same, but the kinetic energy of the liquid phase is considerably higher than that of the gas phase.
Figure 7. The turbulent kinetic energy of time = 30 s (a) first case (b) second case

The absolute pressure value of Case 4 is shown in Figure 8. Determining the pressure output shows the correctness of the simulated case where the area is colored equal to the open-air pressure.

Figure 8. Absolute pressure at t = 50 s in case 4

All results and figures are evidence of the movement in the NWT. The results can be used in calculations of the effect of the waves on solids or energy converters.

4. Conclusion

In the study, NWT simulations are carried out and the determining characteristics are modeled with time-dependent waves. The numerical study’s findings are compared to the analytical findings. The NWT simulations were generated with the methods used to give appropriate results for gravity waves. Since the water depth wavelength ratio affects the results, this should be taken into account during the simulation work. The volume fraction, velocity profiles and pressure values can be clearly observed in the 2D NWT. The processes during generating waves are explained briefly.
NWT studies form the basis for further studies to determine the effect of the fluid on the solid surface in the future. Wave energy conversion systems with stationary, floating or moving systems to be defined in the fluid, behavior analysis of floating objects, the effect of fluid movement in the water can be examined. As a result, it is expected that this work will generate new work and can be utilized as a source for studies on the subject.
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